# Books about China

## Fiction

- **I See the Sun in China** by Dedie King & Yan Zhang (English & Chinese)
- **Ming’s Adventure with the Terracotta Army** by Jian Li
- **Where the Mountain Meets the Moon** by Grace Lin
- **Little White Duck: a Childhood in China** by Andrés Vera-Martínez (graphic novel)
- **Red Butterfly: How a Princess Smuggled the Secret of Silk Out of China** by Deborah Noyes
- **A Perfect Time for Pandas** by Mary Pope Osborne
- **Noodle Magic** by Roseanne Greenfield Thong
- **Dragon Mountain** by Katie & Kevin Tsang
- **Home for Chinese New Year: a Story Told in English and Chinese** by Wei Jie and Xu Can
- **Angel in Beijing** by Belle Yang
- **Good Morning China** by Hu Yong Yi
- **City of Dragons: the Awakening Storm** by Jaimal Yogis & Vivian Truong (graphic novel)

## Nonfiction & Biography

- **Building the Great Wall of China: an Isabel Soto Adventure** by Terry Collins (graphic novel)
- **Tu Youyou’s Discovery: Finding a Cure for Malaria** by Songju Ma Daemicke
- **Confucius: Great Teacher of China** by Demi
- **At Home in Her Tomb: Lady Dai and the Ancient Chinese Treasures of Mawangdui** by Christine Liu-Perkins
- **Kindergarten Day USA and China** by Trish Marx
- **The Food of China** by Tamra Orr
- **China** by Chloe Perkins
- **Beyond the Moongate: True Stories of 1920s China** by Elizabeth Quan
- **Xi Jinping: President of China** by Rebecca Rowell
- **Crayola Colors of China** by Mari Schuh
- **The House That Baba Built: an Artist’s Childhood in China** by Ed Young